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A FRESH
PERSPECTIVE
New scenery
helps you fight
boredom and
stay engaged.

So you’ve signed up for a
race. Congrats! Now comes
the tough part: training. No
matter how much you love
running, biking, or swimming
(or all three), the thought
of months of tough workouts can be daunting. Which
is why so many people are
booking training trips as
a fun and foolproof way to
jump-start their motivation.
“Going somewhere new
symbolically kicks off your
training season,” explains
Carrie Cheadle, the author
of On Top of Your Game:
Mental Skills to Maximize
Your Athletic Performance.
“Your brain responds to the
novelty of the location by
releasing dopamine, which
gets you excited for what’s
ahead.” That initial thrill
will encourage you to start
off on the right foot, and the
effects will linger through
your entire training period.
We scoured the country
for the top destinations that
will help you ace your race.

For triathletes

For runners

The latest fit trip:
race-cations

A getaway before
your big day can
motivate you to train
harder and smarter.
Here are six dream
destinations to keep
you going strong.
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There’s a good reason
the unofficial motto
of PORTLAND, Oregon,
is “Portland is for runners.”
There are over 200 parks
criss-crossed with tons of
running paths to choose
from. Forest Park is the largest, with more than 80 miles
of trails, plus 112 bird and
62 mammal species and
gorgeous views of canyons,
meadows, and streams to
distract you from midrun
monotony. If you prefer skyline views, the Waterfront
Park Trail and the Eastbank
Esplanade hug either side of
the Willamette River, which
cuts Portland in half. To cross
between the two running
trails, take the Hawthorne →
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SAN DIEGO was the location
of the very first modern triathlon, back in 1974. It’s easy
to see why. Ideal weather
year-round, miles of coastline, and calm ocean waters
make the city a prime spot
for getting your swim, bike,
or run on. Dip into Mission
Bay, where competitors took
to the water in the inaugural tri, or go to picturesque
La Jolla Shores, a favorite
beach of local swimmers.
For your run, ride, or brick
workout, hit the 24-mile
Bayshore Bikeway, a cyclingand-running path that
circles San Diego Bay and
winds through the charming
resort town of Coronado.
For one-on-one coaching,
head to ORLANDO, Florida,

and schedule an
individual session at
the National Training
Center in the nearby
town of Clermont.
It’s something of a
mecca for triathletes,
thanks to its on-site
cross-country course,
track, and aquatic
center and its access
to nearby trails. You
can choose from an
à la carte menu of specialized services such as
lactate-threshold analysis, nutrition consultation, and sport-specific
skill sessions, or opt for
a package tailored to
your athletic strengths
and weaknesses
(from $60 per session,
usantc.com). A topnotch certified USA
Triathlon coach who has
worked with Olympians
will review your results,
so you’ll return home
with the techniques
and know-how to help
you kill it in training.
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BIKE BUDDIES
Meet up with
locals for a
ride in Tucson
and gain a few
valuable tips.

Bridge, which has a pedestrian
path, or the just-opened Tilikum
Crossing, the country’s longest
car-free bridge. Want a running
buddy? Local shops, including
Portland Running Company, offer
free group jogs, which often end
with bagels or beer, most days of
the week.
To get in touch with the roots of
racing, visit BOSTON, the site of
the world’s oldest annual marathon. The sport is as much a part of
the city’s heritage as is its famous
accent. Sightsee while you log
miles by following the Emerald
Necklace, a seven-mile chain of
nine parks that begins downtown
at Boston Common and travels
through some of the city’s most
popular neighborhoods. Make
a pit stop at the Franklin Park Zoo
before you hop the T train back
downtown. For another quintessential Boston run, head to the
banks of the Charles River for anything from a quick 1.3-mile shakeout jog to a 17-mile hard-core run.

For cyclists
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Nicknamed the Winter Training
Capital, TUCSON, Arizona, is a
haven for bikers looking for new
trails to explore—there are more
than 800 miles of them. The
city averages 350 days of sunshine a year, so you can leave your
weatherproof gear at home. Check

out the Loop, a popular route that
runs over 100 miles and connects
many of the city’s parks. It’s open
to anything but motor vehicles,
so you may even wind up racing
horses on your ride. On Saturdays,
join serious bikers for the Shootout,
a fast and free 60-mile road ride
that climbs about 1,500 feet. The
energy of other dedicated cyclists
will inspire you to push your hardest. Bonus: Many businesses in this
bike-obsessed city, such as the
craft-pizza joint Falora, offer
discounts to riders.
In BOULDER, Colorado, where
the entire community embraces
an active lifestyle, there are more
than 300 miles of dedicated bike
lanes. The city’s high altitude will
challenge your lungs for the first
few rides, but it will also increase
your efficiency, so training back
home will feel like a breeze. While
you acclimate, take an easy ride
on Boulder Creek Path, a sevenmile scenic trail that runs along
the water from Boulder Canyon
through downtown. Road warriors can do the Flagstaff Hill climb,
starting at Chautauqua Park and
going up, up, up for about five
miles. Your quads will be screaming,
but the views from the top are well
worth it. After a day in the saddle,
recover with yoga; Boulder has one
of the highest numbers of studios
per capita in the United States.

